KGT Racing Team gets ready
for the Rok Cup International
Finals
After the two Italian titles won in Adria, on occasion of the Rok
Cup International Finals, KGT Racing Team opens its door to
new drivers as testing ground for the forthcoming season.
Immediately after the Rok Cup Italy that brought to the team a double title as engine
supplier of Paolo Ferrari in Junior Rok and Kacper Szczurek in Super Rok, the Romebased racing team is looking forward to the next important event: the Rok Cup
International Finals that will take place at South Garda Karting from October 10th to 13th.
Alongside with regular drivers, the team is welcoming drivers coming from other
realities who are interested in competing with KGT Racing Team in the next
future. For them they created what is called an “all inclusive” program: drivers will
arrive at the track and they will find everything already prepared for the weekend.

“We have come up with this program to allow new and foreign drivers to race with a well-organized
team at their disposal with the possibility to continue the relationship for the forthcoming
season – comments Stefano Tredicine, KGT Racing Team manager - Drivers competing at this
international event will have the possibility to race with a 6-time world champion team and to book
a seat in the team for the next season. We will have arrive & drive programs for all classes: new
chassis, KGT Engines-tuned powerplants, spot under our tent, a dedicated mechanic as well as
dedicated personnel for driver coaching, data and chassis setup advice with AIM system. Our
programs will be a la carte to ensure that we are able to cater to each and every driver’s needs.”
Drivers coming from 3 different continents have already booked a place in the team, ensuring
a multi-cultural and stimulating environment under the tent. Who looks to compete at the

Rok Cup International Finals can contact the team via email to kgt.racingteam@tiscali.it.
For more information on anything related to KGT Racing Team, please visit www.
petrolheaditalia.com or www.kgtmotorsport.com and be sure to follow our
social accounts: Petrolhead Italia ( FB – IG – TW ), KGT Racing Team (FB - IG).

